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S"pplemrnraly Note%
16	 Alw &A
Recommendations are made for Improved aerodynamic models and numerical schemes to be
considered for inclusion into th(. FLEXSTAB computer program s ystem. 'rhese
recommendations are based on a critical analysis of existing and soon-to-be available
numerical technology. This work was performed as Task I, ofcuntract NAS2-77 .24, with the
requirement that there be no loss in any capability relative to the NASA-Ames FLEXSTAB
version (1.01,11(11 including the ;ow frequency unsteady aerodynamic capability.
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1.41 SUMMARY
The ultimate A'ieclive of work identified as Task I of NAS24729 is to develop and
implement, within the FIJASTAB computer program system. improved aerodynamic
modals and methods to replace those currently embodied in the F'LEXSTAB aerodynamic
influence coefficient tAW, program.
Tho ,
 work is to be based upon the aerodynamic technology methods and experience which
hav- evolved from the vortex spline scheme developed originally under NASA•Arnes
contract NAS'2 ► ;.,30 and the yubseyuent contract work Hhwh has gone beyond the original
vortex spline to the doublet and source spline concepts, work presently being; conducted
undo, NASA-Ames contract NAS2 - 7729 IDevelopmeur or a FLF:XSTAB C'omprifer
Promram 1. It is the latter work, in particular, which supplies the impetus, encouragement
and strong technological basis to enter into the Task I work leading toward unproved
aerodynamic methods for the FLEXSTAH computer program system.
The conclusion draNn from this study is that thr ultimate objectives of Task I can he
:achae%ed with little technical risk and without loss of' any capability relative to the
NASA-Ames released version 1,01.00, The direction of that development and the ability
of the FLEXSTAB computer program ^,vstem to interact dynamically with advancing
technology hinges ul ►on devvioprrnenl ol'a restructured program System. Two options are
presented.
Option A assumes that the present FI,F:XS'rAB system will not undergo a program
restructuring.
Option B assumes that F'LEXSTAB will be restructured. The exact body surface
aerodynamic model is recommended to provide an improved modeling capability not
presently available.
Option B is the specific recommendation of this report.
`,
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2.0 lN'I HODUC17UN
ready state aerodynamic technology has advanced beyond the original numerical
lifting surface technology of r,eitstant preNNurc poinels introduced by Woodward (ref:+ I
through :11; hie►
 aerodynamic model for Ring-body interference (inter%erence shell of
constant cross aectwn, has also been superseded. It is the Woodward model which is
employed in the current FI.F.XSTAR program system. New technology, however, has
been and is being developed which has the potential to improve the aerodynamic
methods within :- LEXSTAB. Chief among the characteristics of the new technology
are: the capability to treat theoretical models that more closely represent the true
configuration surfaces, insensitivity to configuration paneling (and the associated
prnnuse of fully automatic paneling), computat ► ona: simplicity (computation of AIC
integral expressions in closed form), and the possibility of producing potential flow
information that will provide an adequate foundation for future implementation of drag
force prediction involving boundary layer analysis (drat; prediction in FI,EXSTAR is
limited to induced drag,.
The work described in this report is an analysis of alternate approaches which presents
the relative merits of each of seccral possible candidate theoretical aerodynamic models
and numerical schemes, now or soon to be avadal,le. Each of the wherneo is evaluated
in each of the following specific areas: (1) applicability to the stead y now need, of
F'LEXSTAB (subsonic and supersonic) and )lt adaptability to (a) the low reduced
frequency approximation, (b) Kushner and Wagner functions approxi ilia ttoll, and )c)
arbitrary reduced frequency analysis. Existing and new technology is defined and
reviewed.
The relative merits of each of the various methods are assessed with respect to their
features and limitations as well as their practical applicability to the present and the
potential growth versions of F'LF:XSTAB. Particular attention is directed toward the
steady flow and low reduced frequency requirements of F'LEXSTAB, with a view toward
adaptability t,, arbitrary reduced frequency anal y sis. Consideration is given to the
potential gains in accuracy measured against the computational cost of obt r It
solution.
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3.0 SYMBOLS AND ABIW EVIATIONS
AIC aerodynamic influence cock
	
snt
a x speed of sound
f{, centerline
C I ) dimenKionleKK pressure coefficient
1) l)t total derivative
dx', dy' differential elementse
ESIC external structural influence coefficient
F equation of bounding surface
F(Sl singularity strength
ISIC internal structural influence coefficient
K kernel function form
k ratio of specific heats
LI) line doublet
LS line source
M Mach number
P,Px static pressure at arbitrary point and at infinity
(1 magnitute of total velocity
t time
Ux magnitude of fluid velocity at infinity
VC constant vortex
x,y,x coordinate axes (x, streamwise direction)
V gradient operator
di perturbation velocity potential function
ill total velocity potential function
!jam fluid density at infinity
(Y,µ,y singularity strength distribution function for source, doublet, and vortex
it time derivative
i)t
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F.I ► OVERVIEW OF f •
 LEASTAlt
.1.1 SOME I'IWSENT PTATUIIF S*
General 1leveription
FLI•.XSTAB is a collection of computer programs have been assembled for
aeroelastic• analysis of arbitrary airplane-like configuration%. The programs can he
linked by tape or disk data transfer. Thee programs can he xe•cuted singly or linked
for consecutive execution in a single run. Thus, a complete aeroelastie anal ysis made up
of an aerodynamic analysis, structural analysis, c• alc • ulation of static and dynamic
stability derivatives, time history calculation, etc,, can be accomplished with minimum
user participation leaving the complicated interface calculations to FLI:XSTAB
(see fi t; I I.
Inrut
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Figure 1. --- FL EXS TA B Programs
Boundary Value Problem
'Che aeroelastic formulation of FLEXSTAB is based upon linearized partial differential
flow equations, the associated flow boundary conditions, and a linearized structural
model of the configuration (nonlinear offects car, be introduced at the problem analysis
level, e.g.. the introduction of wind tunnel derived-s t ahibt y derivatives into the time
history calculation). A complete description of the aerodynamic boundary value problem
`Tinoco, E. N., and Mercer, J. E.: FI EXSTAB - A Sttntmnry of the Functions and Capahtlttrrs (if
the NASA Flexible Airplane Anal ysis Computer System. Boeing document h6 -41098, NASA
CR-2564, Derember 1973
which F'LEXSTAH addrertserr is contained in section 5 .1t. The aerod y namic and
structural nusfels are haled upon deformations producing linear pressures. and forces
protiuc• urg linear deformation", respectively. Great simplification results and arbitrary
motions can he composed From superpositions of linear solutions.
Numerical fiche nee/Aerndynamie Modeling•
The numerical models currently ernpl,„ed in yl,F:XSrl'Ali are sengularsl y solutions of
the partial differential flow equation. They are A three has p - forms within F•LEXSTAB
source, doublet, vortex. The source solution is used to represent thickness effects; the
doublet and vortex to represent lifting effects. In general, the thickness surd lift effects
can be separated because of the assurne•d linearit y
 of the problem. 'These singularity
solutions ore distributed over regions of space and arc constructed as line se • gnu • nts or
panel" The solutions automatically satisfv the differential equations. A complete
analysis is accomplished by linearly superimposing combinations of the singularity
distributions with the strength of each distribution being determined from the boundary
conditions at specific boundar y points.
Body-like elements are composed of a line singularity distribution if sources to
represent the thickness, and A line singularity distribution of doublet+ to represent
lifting effects. The source distributions are constants over segments of the line in
subsonic flow and linear in supersonic flow; the doublets are quadratic functions.
Wing-like element-, art, composed of panel singularity distributions of sources
tthicknessi and vortex e•le-ments (lifting effects ► . The sources are linearly vary ing in the
direction of thY free stream; vortex distributions are constant over each panel.
Wing-body interference (lilting) effects oil h-,dte•s are carried by cylindrical shells of
constant cross sections which shield the body-like elements from all other elements.
Vortex panels are distributed over these shells; each panel has a constant strength. On
the wing, constant vortex panels carry hoth the interference and lifting effects.
The leading-edge suction at thin wing leading edges must be computed to provide their
contribution to the induced drag (negative contribution). This is done in F'LEXSTAB by
application of the principle of conserved momentum.
Wing-body intersection is treated in a straight-forward rnannor. The wing i- -orcepts the
body at the interference shell arid the intersection line always occurs ai • .nel edges. All
carryover interference effects are provided by the vortex panels on the she•II and wing
No special treatment is required to provide the appropriate jump in pressure across the
wing surface at the intersection because e; the constant vortex for pressures panel
elements.
Nacelles are treated in several ways. In each case they arc • modeled with lire
distributions of sources and/or doublets and with air shell which may fuser
options experience interference effect,
Struts are treated as wing-like surfaces. Struts connect nacelles to either wings or
bodies.
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Limitatimim or He • r► trictionp. of the Numerical Scheme,Aerodynamic Modeling
Tfo partial difiervotial flow equations and (low houndary conditions, along with the,
structural model. are linearized This can be is serious restrictun ►
 for Kume flow
conditions. The linearized wing af%Mimptions break down for thick wings and
interference efTects would accordingly be incorrect Panels ar required to have their
Side edge% parallel to the direction of the f •, - stream and the vortex panels have an
inherent planar wake extending to downs.reant infinity, the edges of which have
discoiiUnuuus iinf ► uitei ,lumps in perturbation downwash velocity. This imposes
restrictions en panel sire and spacing, with downstream surfaces dictating paneling
reyuiremente, on upmreani h irfaces. 13oundar) point placement can be crucial A dense
control surface paneling may require an overly large number of pant-1-4 over the
remainder of the configuration.
The interference shell represents a mean surface of the body. Accordingiv, houndary
conditions are not satisfied on the actual body geometry. Results inay he adequate for
huclies of nearly circular cross sections but can introduce serious error for more general
bodies.
It is often risky to place small vortex panels in proximity to large ones. Near a
wing-strut intersection this may he unavoidable and nunu rival errors can be introduced
in these regions. This can also occur when paneling the wing in the spiuiwise direction
(stream direction panel spacing is not as criticali.
('on ► l ► utatior ►
Very large cases frav been run in F I.F:XSTAB, which is virtually an open ended
program. Economic considerations, however, tend to keep the number of aerodynamic
singularities to a reasonable level (,_ 500). It is not entirely realistic to quote
computation times for the aerodynamic influence coefficient iAICi as thev depend on
niany Lectors. Different schemes can only be compared when referenced to exactly the
same configuration. Stich times are therefore not quoted herd.
4.2 FUTURE GRO WTH POTENTIAL
t'Itimate Ohjec•tiv(-r
;'he ultimate objeche v of Task 1 is to improve portions of the subsonic and siipersonic
,,erodynamic programs by replacing then ► with it new FLEXSTAB All' prograin
consistent with the theoretical aeroelastic formulation currentl y in FLFX:,TAB ibut
founded upon an advanced generation of aerodynaiic building blocks) and to implement
these advanced aerod y namic methods into FLEXSTAB. 'The advanced methods will
evolve froin adaptations of technological developments conducted under .'NASA-Antes
contracts NAS2-65:30 and NAS2-7729. The end product will he a new version of
FI.F;XSTAB having improved aerodynamic features that provide greater accuracy and
computational efficiency; and that allow more Ilexibility in the size, shape, and
arrangement of aerodynamic panels. This new version of FLEXSTAB is to have no loss
6
10, 	 `.,
to any capability relative to the initial NASA-Ames released -ersion 11..01.000. In
particular, a low frequency type approach to the unsteady P-rLdynamic p is to he
retained.
Limit..lions to FLEXSTAII Growth
As presently constrercted, FI.F:XSTAB is not u system of independent coniputatromul
modules; it is rather it closel y coupled systern wherein a chunge in one l.urtion afY'ecis
the others. For example. the constant vortex panel AI ( "s could not be immediately
replaced with another numerical model without serious consideration of the impact on	 +
ilic remainder of FI.KXSTAH. For this reason, two options are being considered for a
new version of FLEXSTAB. The first, des ► Knuted option A « ►uins the present structure
and aerodvnumic modeling (if F:.F;XS'I'AB dine body, mean surface wing, and
interference shelk option It involves the restructuring of FLEXSTAI3 and use of the
exact body representation. The two optiuna will he discussed in section h.0.
e
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5.0 BOUNDARY VALUE: PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
f).1 1'At: ^ IAI. 1)Ilr'F'F:Itfr:N'1'IA1. M:(jl!A'I'I()N
The paroal differential flow equation Iref, 41 is derived from the Euler ► an momentum
Iation, continuity, and a relation for the speed of K„und under the aK ►.umptions of
perfect fluid, no external force field, no heat conductivity, continuum. ► nviscld,
adiabatic, irrotational, except for hounding surfaces and certain prescribed regions.
'I' t%IK equation is linearized assuming rertain orders of magnitude for the perturbation
% ► •locit y components. The resulting partial differential flow quatlon, with axes Ilxed to
111t .
 c Intitr uration. is•
. 	 I
,hxx (1 - M` ► ► .l,,.y f ebax - ax 'bxt --4 Ott	 t)x
where:
IX,y, 8)	 =	 coordinate axes (x, streamwase direction)
d,	 perturbation velocity potenti al function
a x	speed of sound
t	 time
M	 - Mach number
Fquation 1 11 is the governing equation for the aerodynamic influence cuetticlent
program within 'eTFXSTAlt as well as for the advanced aerodynamic building blocks.
'The static pressure at a point in the fluid can he related to the free stream static
pressure and d namic pressure h% defining the dimensionless pressuro coefficient, C1,,
P - P ."
Cp	
I	 2
2 v, U ^,
where:
p , 1	 Antic pressure at a ► hatrary point and W infinity
P .,	 fluid dens 4 ty at infinity
U	 magnitude of fluid velocity at infinity
An exact expression for Cp, derived tinder the assumptions lasted, written in terms of
the velocity potential function is Iref. 5):
k
k-I
2
kM`	 a,"	 l
where:
k	 ratio of specific heats
4 1)	 total velocity potential function
t?	 magnitude of' total velocity
Ili
Ill
1I
,
`_
The exact C t► exi-ressim. for Lift incompressible fluid u:
(' p	
I tj	 f2 +r d► t	 141
Each of the expressions for the pressure coeffici e nt 11:1 1 , 14)1 are independent of the
ccord I nate system used 'These equations ct,n be linearized, in which case the resultant
expr-iosions may not be independent of the coordinate system. In addition. the linearized
expres ►tions will differ depending; upon the assumed ,orders of magnitude of the
perturbation velocity components F'I.F:Xti'rAt1 uies a linear expression for C V .
If F (x, y. z, U =- 0, is the equatiun of the bounding Iconfiguratlr ► nt surface, then the
general boundary condition is (ref. tit:
DF	 aF
I gl	
(g	
ill ► V4)• VF	 15 i
and is the relation which limits the flue ► to be tangential to the bounuing surface. The
boundary condition can he linearized and various expressions obtained depending upon
the assumed orders of magnitude of the perturbation velocity components and the
coo-dinate s ystem F'LEXSTAli uses linearized boundar y conditions.
5.3 NUMERICAL SCHEMES
Many schemes and techniques have been proposed to solve the aerodynamic huundary
value problem The most promising of the methods for aeroelastic analysis are those
"hick supply sufficient information for the structural representation without
unnecessary complexity or over simplification. The method; having the most promise ((if
the FLEXSTAH aeroelastic analysis are singularity methods. For completeness,
additional nlethoels which have been used for the aerodynamic houndary value problem
are listed below its other niethodx
Singularity Methods
Singularity methods have their foundation in the existence of fundamental volutions of
the linear flow equation ( 1 i (ref. 7 ► . Derivatives of fundamental solutions and linear
combinations of them also ► satisfy equation (U. From this knowledge are derived the
aerodynamic sing;ularitivs: source, doublet, and vortex 'These singularities are
distributed on regions of the hounding surface; their value or strength is determined
from the boundary conditions on the bounding surface.
• The singularity methods have taken various forms. They have been applied to steady
and unsteady and subsonic and supersonic flows (refs H and 91. They have been placed
tat points, along; lines, and over area regions of the bounding surface (refs. 1. 10, and 11).
Their strength variations over regions of the bounding; surface have been constant,
linear, and quadratic (refs. 12 through 141. 'They have been made to span single and
q
mul	 segments and single and multiple area regions ; as well as the entire
con'., ^+. tit on ; refs 14 through 166). The recommended forms of the singularity solutions
under consideration for improving the FLEXSTAlt AIC's will he presented to
,ertion TO
Other Me(h, ►cls
Among thr other n;ethods which have peen used for aerodynamic boundary value
problems are tref's. 5 and 17 through 22,:
Finite difference
Finite element
1 -, 3 -1) characterrs%ica
strip theory
nder body theory
nical flow theory
:.cwtnnian impact theory
Pist-in theory
\one of these other method.,; are considered adequate for a complete FLEXSTAII
,eroelastic analysis,
3.4 AERODYNAMIC MODELING
1'he following considerations are necessary when modeling an aerodynamic configuration,
Body
It is highly desirable to mudt-1 the actual body surface, so,..eth ► ng which FLFASTAb
does not do. The interference shell would no longer be necessary and a more realistic
discretizotion of the bo-iy would be obtained in terms ul'surface boundary conditions and
resultant solution tpivssura distributions. This modeling has been achieved with success
(ref. t.,) and has bee„ applies( to a wide variety of configurations.
Wing
The wing can be modeled as a thick surface (actual surface discretization) or ,hin
surface isurfa,^es across which the surface velocities are approximately parallel). L•.
subsonic flow, cacti of these models has been applied successfully. In supersonic flow the
.han wing approximation as considered appropriate, because of the existence of
phvsicall y thin Surf-wes and numerical difficulties anticipated when dealing with the
exact surfaces in ton - close proximity in supersonic flow.
Leading- Edge Corrections
Leading-edge suction is the term designating the component of induced drag which
cannot be obtained by resolution of forces over a thin wing surface in potential flow. It
can he obtained by application of the principle of cons+rued momentum It arises from
10
the requirement that the flow turn through a finite angle in an intinites ► n ►al distance.
The result is in infinite pressure at the isubsonici edge. In turning, the infinite
pressure acting over in infinitesimal area produces a finite contribution to the induced
drag, a cornponent %hich actually exists on a real configuration for which the leading;
edge has a finite radius.
A thin wing having a sharp leading edge rnav not have fully attached flow on the edge.
The leading edge suction analogy of Polhantus (ref. 'lot can be used to obtain the
incremental nonlinear lift resulting from the separated vortex flow.
A subsonic leading-edge correction has been formulated (ref. 'lei) tor ,c thick wing with
linearized boundary conditions.
Wing-Body Combination
It is often difficult to model the geometry of a region where a wing and body come
together Thin wing assumptions may break down in these regions ane loeal surface
pressures may be in error. A program in which the bodv can be accurately modeled
helps eliminate these proWems. In addition, the treatment of' the carryover lift must he
properly modeled.
Nacelle
It is important to correctly model the inlet and exit flows of a nacelle. In order to
accurately predict pressures near a nacelle and the interference effects which it creates,
an adequate geometric representation and numerical scheme must be available.
Strut
Struts are usually -+mall in size and may he located relatively close to regions of largo,
numerical influence. It may be difficult to modal them accurately.
Wake/Exhaust
The accurate modeling of wakes and jet exhausts may be required in order to represent
an irportant feature of the physical flow its, for example, the wake from a high lift
surface. 'rhe proximity of the wake or exhaust to control surfaces is important for the
calculation of control dei;vatives, tail Sizing, etc. Alth-ugh the wake surface position is
generally unknown, a more accurate placement of the modeled wake might he available
by iteration of this nonlinear problem, experimental data, or intuition.
Control Surface
The numerical treatment of control surfaces is important to obtain accurate control
surface characteristics. Depending upon the numerical wethod selected, the control
surface modeling may be straightforward or require special model tailoring to avoid
numerical instabilities.
IL	
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6.11 CANDIDATE AERODYNAMIC MODELING SCHEMES
Several aspects ut aerodynamic modeling were presented in section 5.4. Each of the
itemri has important hearing on the full boundary value prohlern solc.Jon and, therefore,
is given special attention. A discussion is presented here of the specific areas of
aerodynamic modeling, the types of models, and their respective features.
Body
Two of the methods to model the body are (1) the linearized boundar y
 condition
interference shell concept, coupled with separating the bodv into the slender hody lifting
and nonlifting problems (introduced by Woodward irefs. 1 through :1) and subsequently
used in FLEXS"rAH (ref. 26)1, and (2) the exact boundary condition surface paneling
technique (ref. 231. These methods have not only been used to model fuselage-like bodies
but also nacelles. Nacelles are discussed under a separate heading.
Consider first the linearized problem. The actual t ►ody may not he slender nor have a
circular cross section. However, these approximations may still be made. The
approximation is often made that the (noncircular, body has it cross section of
equivalent area. in addition, the slender body approximation allows aplitting the flow
problem into the two linearized problems of axial f1ow over it
	 of revolution (the
nonlifting problem( and a cross flow over Lite same body lifting problem). For
slender isolated bodies of revolution in potential flow, the results are good. Woodward
(refs. 1 through :1), and Uusto (ref. 261 have both coupled this approximation with a
cylindrical interference shell to perform wing-body analysis. The linearized
approximation has application to both subsonic and supersonic flow. The results can be
quite good for specialized wing-body combinations but it 	 statement regarding
it general configuration cannot be made.
Alternatively. in subsonic flow, the actual body surface can be discretized into surface
f .nels to provide a more accurate description of the physical geornetry. The governing
flow equation and the sur,'ace boundary conditions are linear. Paneling the body surface
to supersonic flows is still not generally available, although Woodward reports
successful results (ref. 27).
The coupling of the linear aeroelastic analysis kind the linear aerodynamic problem is
through the aerod; namic load. The use of a paneled body surface in the aeroelastic
analysis will require additional stuc'y , because the aerodynamic boundary value problem
is linear in the potential function and the perturbation velocities, while the load is it
nonlinear function of the velocities if the load expression has not, been linearized.
Note: For reference purposes, the following will he usef * in section 8.0 (see fig. 21.
1=
I 
H. 1 Line representat+on U
8.2 Surface representation 1	 1
Figure 2. -Notation for Aerodynamic Models of Body
Wing
The wing may he modeled to line of two ways. First, by linearizing the boundary
conditionr,, the wing geometry and boundary conditions may be represented in Borne
mean surface as a decontpostti in into the nonhfting part ittuckneshi and lifting part
(c,unber). This is a formulation which lends itself directly to the linear aeroelastic
prohlem. The resulting wing-alone solution for a thin wing shows agreement with more
exact methods both in subsonic and supersonic flow, with the possible exception of the
subsonic leading edge. For a thick wing, the linearized solution may still be useful
although surface pressure may be expected to be to error in some region-+. This is
generally unimportant for aeroelastic analysis where the aerodynamic load is of
prtmary importance.
Secondly, the actual wing surface may he paneled and exact boundary conditions
i+pplied at the wing surface. For thin surfaces, there are two objections to this approach:
i I i the solution may be numerically unstable for closely spaced surfaces whose surface
perturbation velocities are approximntely parallel and (2) the number of panels is
doubled, rr is the size of the wing influence coefficient matrix. For thick wings, the
surface paneling approach may he the only way to achieve satisfactory accuracy for
detailed surface pressures. Ir- subsonic flow, this technique has proven successful. It has
not. yet been successful in supersonic flow, although it has been investigated to a
limited extent (ref. '271.
Note: For reference purposes, the following will be useful in section 8.0 (see fig. 31.
W.1	 Mean Surface representation
W.2	 Exact surface representation
Figure 3.—Notation for Aerodynamic Models of Winq
Leading Edge Corrections
If the wing is analyzed as a thick surface, by using surface paneling and exact surface
boundary conditions, there is no need to separately calculate the leading-edge suction
(or thrusts. However, as mentioned in section r-.4, for a thin surface and linearized
boundary conditions, it must be calculated separately to obtrin an accurate vicelue for
the induced drag. For this case, it may also be necessary to introduce a calculation to
ii I,GINAI. PAGE IS
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obtain accurate values of surface pressure near the subsonic leading edge to properly
account for the thickness effects (e.g., Rtegels' rule, (ref'. 25)1.
The simplest method to obtain the leading-edge suction is to use the conservation of
momentum principle. It requires perturbation velocities in the vicinity of the subsonic
leading edge, a straig, orward calculation with any of the numerical schemes
presented in section 7.0 (for verification of' application see ref. 24).
Wing-Body Combination
The isolated hody and wing model formulations were discussed in the foregoing tinder
their respective headingrs. Any combination of those body and wing aerodynamic
mcxieling schemes could be combined for the wing-body problem in to F IJASTAB type of
environment. The combinations which have heert ,, uccvsmf ill y demonstrated for subsonic
and supersonic flow are shown in table I irefs. I through 3, 26, and 271.
Table 1.—Wing-Body Aerodynamic Modeling Schernes
Budy Wing
Leading edgeLint	 ,
shell Exact Mean Exact corrections Comment
representation surface surface surface
SubsonicX X X
Supersonic
X X X Subsonic
Supersonic
X X Subsonic
Lawrence and Flax iref. 28) report some of the various formulations which have been
used to represent wing-body carry-over effects. These methods are often sent-empirical
due to the difficult nature of the problem. (The wing is assumed to be attached to a
cylindrical body of constant cross section and infinite length.) The methods are
specifically tailored to the flow region, the aspect ratio, and other geometric constraints.
Except for the integral representations of the wing-body problem, none of the other
formulations presented in the foregoing reference are considered to be candidate
aerodynamic modeling schemes in a FLEXSTAB type of environment.
For FLEXSTAIi application, the following modeling schemes for the carry -over are
being considered. The first is the current interference shell representation of Woodward.
In this model, a mean cylindrical shell of constant cross section is used to model the
interference effects. The body is line singularity representation) is considered to be an
isolated body in a uniform freestream.
The second scheme is an interference shell of nonconstant cross section.
The third scheme, not properly termed an interference system, is an internal lifting
system that is an extension of the wing into the body,
14
I. 1
	 1 Interference shell of constant cross section
1.2
	 Interference shell of nonconstant trots section
11	 1 Internal lifting surface
Note: For reference purposes, the following will Ire useful in :'section t4.0 )see fig. 4)
figure 4.—Notation for Aerodynamic Models for haeraction Effects
Nacelle
The flow Cliaracteristics in the region of a nacelle (ref. 29) are probably the most
difficult to predict and will be strongly influenced by the aerodynamic modeling scheme
selected. A nacelle is generally it close proximity to other surfaces swing, body, strut, or
another nacelle) ao that the aerodynarnic modeling .,I' the various surfaces cannot be
doneindopendent.ly
There are certain !haracteristics of nacelles which should be considered, among_ which
are the following:
s Inlet characteristics are important and o`ten must be preserved to guarantee
powerplant performance, 'These include: proper inlet velocity ratios and inlet
streamline directions.
•	 At the exit nozzle it may be necessary to apply the Kutta condition.
41	 Leading-edge tinlet lip) corrections may be important.
•	 F;xit velocity ratios and streamline directions affect interference pressures.
•	 Exhaust entrainment and displacement characteristics are a particularly important
at low speed.
•	 Momentum changes of the fluid passing through the engine produce forces on the
nacelle which cannot he calculated by resolution of surface pressures.
•	 It may he necessary to properly account for external geometry discontinuities
associated with exotic nacelle designs.
•	 Inlet unstart simulation is vek,y important to the stability and control
characteristics (yaw and roll) at high supersonic Mach number ( -2).
IS
For FLEXSTAIi application, the following modeling schemes are considered candidates
for nacelle rnuleltng. The first is a simple flow through nacelle. The nacelle is modeled
as an open holy. that is. a hodv with a hold in it. It may have either it constant or
nonconstant cross section. No means is provided to control the inlet or exit velocities:
they are dictated by the K ►itta condition applied at the exit.
A nacelle can also be modeled by representing it as a strearntube whose geometry is
specified and which is allowed to deform in an app •oprate manner '['his is termed it
slreanrtc► he nacelle.
The third model is a simulation of an engine- on condition. This model has a barrier
across the toper) nacelle on which the mass flow is specified.
A schematic (if' each o1' these is shown in figure Vii, along with notation used in
section 8.0.
NI Flow through -
nacelle
N 2 Streamtuhr tl	 J
nacelle
-- -N.3 Engine-on
nacelle t I ^['ter----
Figure 5.--Notation for Aerodyr ►amic Models of Nacelle
Strut
A strut is generally small in size and located close to other surfaces (wing, body, or
nacelle). It may be thin or thick and have either linearized or exact boundary
conditions, as was discussed under the wing heading. Its physical shape may strongly
influence the flow characteristics and its design may be used to control the nearby flow
characteristics.
Wake/Exhaust
One wake model and one exhaust model are considered candidates for F I.EXSTAB
application. The wake model, originating at lifting surface trailing for leading) edges is
specified-, that is, its position is assumed to be known. The wake is defined by the
geometry of the trailing surface. 'Che planar wake is u subset of this more general
model.
The exhaust model is intended to simulate the existence of a plume emanating from a
nacelle. A plume shape and entrainment distribution are assumed to be known.
The wake and exhaust models are illustrated in figure 6, along with the notation for
these model: which is used in section 8.0.
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f	 .1 Specified
wake I
E. ?
Jet
Exhaust —^I
Fimire 6. —Notation for Aerodynamic Models of Wake and Jet Exhaust
Control Surface
The control surfaces can bo very adequately niodeled with the previously mentioned
1110deling techniques for the wing and wake. In additimi to all of the previour
discussions, it is important to have the option to model it configuration, as
contrasted with modeling schemes te.g., FI.FXSTABi which assume certain svtnmetry
properties for the configuration and deal only with it half model. Such an option would
enable analysis of antiwmmetric configurations such as the slowed wing; (ref. 301.
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7.0 CANDIDATE NUMERICAL SCHEMES
7.1 SELECTION Ol' ('ANI)11)A'I'E SCHEMES
The numerical schemes considered candidates for FI.FXS'TAB all fall into the class
designated	 singularity methods. The fundamental	 solutions of the linearized flow
equation (1), are:
Source: eb (x,y,z,t)	 = f jer (x',y',t) K cr(x',y'; x,y,z,t) dx'dy' (6)
S,
Doublet. cb (x,y,z,tI jju (x',y',t1	 K µ(x'.y'; x,y,z,t) dx'dy' (7)
S•
Vortex: (b (x,y,z,t)	 - jjy (x%y',t(	 K y(x'.y'; x.y.z,t, dx'dy' (81
S,
Each solution d) (x, y, z, and a is expressed as an it tegral relation involving an
unknown singularity strength distribution function (cr, µ, and y( and a known kernel
function form (K, r , Kµ, and Ky p . The singularity distributions are shown written for the
plane %' = U. The kr-rnel functions depend upon the no)w regime isubsontc or supersoinci
and whether the flow is steady or nonsteedy. However, they are not shown here since
the exact forma do not contribute to the discussion, but may be found in references 4
and 31. Directly of interest to this discussion are the fortis of the strength distributions:
v, g, and y.
Source
Source singularity solutions have probably been used for more varied applications than
any other singularity method. This is due first to its mathematical simplicity and
second to its ability to simulate a real, physical flow. They have been used to model
complete wing-body combinations (ref. 23), nonlift ► ng subsonic now (ref. 3Y) and lifting
supersonic flow (ref. 33(
A surface distribution of sources has a jump in normal velocity associated with crossinv
from one side of the surface to the other. Sources have been used to represent no::Littng
thick bodies or wings for both steady and nonsteady flows. Supersonic lifting 'Ring
problems can also be formulated with sources such that the upper and lower surfaces do
not experience one another's influence IMach box (refs. 33 through 35) and
characteristic box (ref. 36)).
In its simplest form, the source strength (er) is assumed to he constant on a Riven region
of the bounding sur!icce. In general, the strength can he taken arbitrarily, having the
parameters which define the variation determined in a specified manner by conditions
on the hounding surface.
As a specific example, the source spline scheme is being formulated and developei
under Task III of NASA-Ames contract NAS2 . 7729. It has two characteristics. First, the
strength variation is linear in each of two coordinate directions. Second, the surface
At^1^ l5
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curvature effects are included within the formulation. 'Che constant strength, flat pan ► -I
representation (refs. 23 and 37) is available its it special case. The practical application
of the source spline is easil ,^  recognized and the consistency of the n ► athernatical
formulation has been den ►onstrated (ref. 3M, It has application both to subsonic and
supersonic flow, both to hneat ized and exact boundary conditions.
loo hlf•t
A surface distribution of doubletn has a jump in tangential velocity associated with
crossing from one side of the surface to the other. Such a singularity surface finds
application in lifting problems where jun ► I ► s in velocity potential occur. e.g.; subsonic
and supersonic, and for both steady and nonsteady 'fhe doublet is a natural numerical
modeling element for the wake region associated with lifting solutions.
'Che doublet strength (µ) n ► ay he taken constant (Doublet lattice, ref's. 39 and 401 or
have some nonconstant variation (doublet splines. Task III, NA82-7729). Although
mathematically more simple the doublet lattice is only a subset of more general
distributions, such as the douhlo( spline
As it specific example, the doublet spline is heing formulated and developed under Task
III of NASA-Antcs contract NAS2-7729. It has a strength variation which is quadratic
in each of two coordinate directions and includes surface curvature effects within the
formulation. The vortex lattice type of numerical method is available as a special calf-
No other reference to the doublet spli-w is known.
Vortex
Vortex models have an inherent planar (kinematic( wake. Thev are formulated by
superimposing doublet solutions and are useful for lifting problems whf-re the physical
location of the wakf^ is relatively unimportant, as is Lhe case for the linearized, thin
wing problem. The surface vortex distribution has it in tangential velocity
associated with crossing from one side ot'thf , surface to the other.
The vortex strength (y) may he constant, its reported by Woodward and used in
FLEXSTAB (NAS2-5006), or have a more exotic variation such as the quadratic
variation of the vortex spline (NAS2- 6530). 'Che vortex singe larity has application to
lifting problems e.g.; subsonic and supersonic and for steady and nonsteadv
The vortex spline was introduced under NASA-Arne~ contract NAS2-6530. P anC18 are
defined over which quadratic strength variations exist in the spanwise direction and
linear variations in the chordwise direction. A given spline function, defined by one tree
parameter govf-rning its value spans a specified grid of neighboring panels such that the
following conditions are satisfied for it given vortex spline function:
•
	
	
The value of the strength and slope (spanwise derivative) of the strength are ze:n
on the edge of the grid except for possible special regions like the tips and the root,
0	 No discontinuities of value or slope occur within the grid in the spanwise direction.
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•	 Streawwise variations of strength are linear i ► nd continuous.
Because of these conditions, although an inherent wake is present, there are no discrete
trailing elements which produce infinite perturbation velocities in their vicinity. In
addition, perturbation velocities are continuous throughout.
A least squares formulation of the boundary conditions was used to obtain the free
pararr►oters characterizing the singularity strength variations The excellent success of
the method has previously been reported (ref. Iii. The method has been extended to the
nonsteady subsonic flow regime under Task IV of NABS:;-7729 with excellent results.
The use of tiny of the foregoing singularity tNpes are conceptualk. identical. In genernl,
a singularity type is chosen for its ability to simulate a physical problem tree Sec. 6.0,
Ae roil vnnrncc Modeling). Ilaving selected the singularity type, the values of the
parameters governing its predetermined type of strength variation are established by
imposing the boundary conditions on the boundary surfaces. The process is conceptually
independent of the type of singularity variation under consideration (i.e., constant
strength, quadratic, etc.,.
The singularity method, being considered as candidate schemes-include: (I ) FLEXSTAB
aerodynamics (the reference point), (2l vortex spline (NAS2-6530), (3) source spline
(NAS2 - 77291, (4) doublet spline (NA82 - 77291, (iii linearly varying vortex panels of
Woodward (refs. 27 and 41 ) ((i) Doublet lattice (ref. 39), (7) line singularity source (refs.
1 and 14)i, and (H) line singularity doublets (refs I and 11).
Loading function methods such as that of Howe ( refs. 16 and 42), although singularity
methods, are of a type requiring the functions to span great regions of a geometrically
restricted configuration and are riot considered in this report. These methods can.
however, provide valuable comparisons for the methods considered here,
7.2 F'FATURFS OF' CANDIDATF; SCHEMES
Sonic of the teatures of the candidate schemes will now he discussed. Of interest is the
formulation, the application to the boundar y value problem, any restrictions imposed,
computation features, and the future growth potential for the method. The level to
which the scheme has 1) -en developed is discussed.
l-'ormulat ion
The FLEXSTAB steady state problen ► is form , , ated using the source and vortex
fundamental solutions, equations (6) and 18), with or and y constant over panclx. The
source and vortex solutions share common paneling.
The vortex panel has an a8rociated wake which requires quadrilateral or triangular
panels having side edges (possibly of zero length) in the direction of the free stream.
This is illustrated in figure 7.
pIZI(^Iti AL P XQ E IS
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/	 Constant vortex strength
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\	 Discrete trailing
Wake elements
Figure 7. -Constant Vortex Pdtre/ Geul ►►t-try—FLEXSTAB
'rhe panel geometry is defined ut panel axis system such that the panel ie in the plane
?, o 'rhe boundary condition« have been linearized, all being expressed in the plant Z
= U There is one boundary point 1wr panel.
The wake extends to downstream infinit ; oarallel to the X • r ►xis• When it discontinuity
of vortex strength or its spanwise derivative i% present, as in this formulation, infinite
perturbation velocities occur in the vicinity of' the discrete trailinw elements (see fig. 71.
Mathematically the vortex or pressure panel is a surface nrr- ­ which it discontinuity of
tangential perturbation velocity exists The perturbation velocities art , related to the
vortex singularity strengths. The perturbation velocities are applied to the boundary
condition equations from which the unknown singularity strengths are determined.
The vortex spline scheme is built upon a similar foundation. The paneling is identical to
that of figure 7. However, instead of the singularity existing its a distribution over a
single panel, each vortex spline, characterized by one free parameter, spans a grid of
neighboring panels, generally it grid of :1 or 4 panels in span and Y panels in the
,trcarnwise direction. The spanwise variation is quadratic, the streamwise is linear Isee
figs, tc and 9i.
A wake region exists in the vortex -plane formulation but no discrete trailing elements
are present because of the absence of' jumps in singularity value or spanwise ,lope. i e.;
no infinite perturbation velocities occur in the wake.
The linearly varying vortex panels of Woodward ( ref. 271 have it variation whiO, is
linear chordwise and constant spanwise. Each of the singularity elements is
characterized by one free parameter. Unlike the vortex spline, this method does have
discrete trailing elements because of the discontinuous (step) spanHise variation and,
therefore, infinite perturbation velocities do occur in the wake just as they do for the
constant pressure panel method. A similar procedure is reported by Lopez and Sheri
(ref. 4:1 1.
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Figure 8. —Surface Splir ►e Distribution of ti'orticity
Shaded area represents the
extent of one typical vortex
spl ne function
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Figure 9. —Spline Functrur ►s Distributed on , ►
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The *ours, spline and doublet splint ,
 have no inherent wake. Accordingly, the geometry
requ ► rt-ment* imposed by
 the vortex nn e thodoe are not necessary. The only requirement is
that the panels he quadrilateral or truu+gular. '['he sc,urce and doublet splines are
therefore directly amenable to nonlinenrv.ed boundary condition* and arbttrary panel
onftµurations, in cyontrasl to the vortex method*.
Mathematically the *e ►urc• e and doublet panels are, respectivel y , surfaces across which
either tht• perturbation normal velocity or the perturbation tangential velocity has it
Lump dt»e •ontmu ► t %lust often the rouree is used to simulate thickness t • tfects and
doublet,'
 the lifting t • Ihects, however; for thick tnonlinearvedr boundary surfaces, both
tvpei4 together can usually b• used on the surl'uce anti tor in the interior of bother.
The ,.:n ► ulatiun of the source spline and doublet spline were presented an detail an the
proposal subnutted to perform this work, t7'uxk I - Spli ►te(l Vcrsao ►► u/ F'l EXSTA11.
Boeing document IM-41761. April 1974, submitted in response to 'Task I of HVI ► letter
dated February R, 1974, NASA Ames). The source spline formulation has it
variation to each of two directions Local surface curvature is also ► neludcKi. The source
strengths ore not restricted to he continuous in value or slope at p:u ►el edges, but
rontim oty can he very nearly enforced by the solution.
For subsonic flow, the three-dimensional doublet phne formulations for mml .vsan and
design are not strongly geometry dependent. 'The doublet distributions are continuous
quadratic functions over panel* but lfrom panel to pai.elt are not necessaril y continuous
in value find slope at all points of the panel edges. 'The doublet spline liorntulation leads
to linear equations in the unknown ;A'oublet strengths which enahles a linear influence
coefficient formulation of the entire problem. Surface curvature vf `G-v14 are included.
The doublt t spline formulation 1111 ►+ Ied to a son ► plified form for the tnticoence
coefl'icientb. Because the doublet distribution it represented by a simple polynomial
(quadratic surface functions, all uotegral expressions for the intlut^nc •e coefficients can he
integrated to closed form and with considerahly fewer tern. 'This produces less
run ► putatron time and provides greater numerical reliability.
For superson)t flow, supersonic doublet splines are being developed its - ► part of the
Task III rNA52 . 77291 studies. Studies of the supersonic doublet splines Nett , earlier
initiated under NASA-Amen contract NAS_ 65:30. In that study, the doublet
characteristic box method was introduced Briefly, the method has the Following
features. First, spacial Mach lines emanating from planform edge breaks are identified.
These lines are used to divide the planform into sv%vral different regions and each of
these regions Is divided into if 	 of panels bounded by Mach lines. Each panel
may than fall into it 	 small t• 10), restricted class of hasoc numerical building
block elements. A planform is represented by it of these elements. A
quadratic doublet singularity distribution, having a specific number of free parameters,
14 f►ssunned to exist over each panel or building block element. 'rhe unknown I'ree
parameters are determined by a binat.ions of' downwash conditions and vorticity
continuity conditions. Application of this method to it cambered triangular region
bounded by a supersonic leading edge and one special Mach line has produced results
which are indistinguishable from exact theory.
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The doublet lattice (fi ►; 10, is it method applicable only to uhmonic now A line of
acceleration potential doublets h em along a panel quarte • chord and has an unknown
(constants susl;ularit y strength ()it( - colkwu!ion paint, 10CMeed at the panel mud-span ttnd
at the three-quarter chord, is usi-d to determine the strength; this boundary point
I ,osition generally differs from 0-4t used for the nonlifling problem. Trailing vortex
elements are included to -tllow for lifting solutions The doublet lattice method has
direct .rpplication to the arbitrary frequency nonsteady problem iref.:391 and hds hee)
applied to a e %ide rarge of apple •ations ie.g., ref. 441.
Y
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Figure 10. —Docrhlet Lattice Formulations
The line source and line doublet methods distribute sources and doublets along an axial
line, the variation of whic% ma y be constant. linear, quadratic, etc., in a coordinate
system repre-se^ntative of the line. Boui.dary points are locati-d at selected points along
the line at 'Le real (or imagined) .iurface. Figure 11 illustrates the line singularity
formulation. Boundary
points
	 /	 J
Body
surface	 -^
/ S	 Line of sources
or doublets
	
/	 Singularity
strength .. F(S)
Figure 11. - f.s jP Singularity Formulation
Boundary Value Problem Application
The vortex methods are generally used with linearized boundary conditions because of
the inherent wake. The source and doublet methods are used with linearized boundary
conditions and also with exact boundary conditions in subsonic flow. For supersonic
flow. Woodward i ref. 271 has been successful in using sources on a body surface with
exact boundary conditions. The work of Task III INAS2-77291 has investigated source
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and doublet spline Kurl'ove • paneling in supersonic flaw. The ling• singularity methods
employ I -itarrze •d boundary conditions.
The vorte- methods are more restricted in paneling requirements than the source and
doublet. 0' the two candidate vortex methods, FLEXSTAli's constant pressure panels
have the most se^vre paneling; restrictions, having not only the wake imposed
restrictions e► n do w nstream paneling but also restrictions on the relative size of
neighboring panels and the location of the boundary points. The vortex spline does not
suf er as markedly from any of these paneling restrictions. However, it may be more
difficult to set up the geometry of a general configuration for the vortex spline. The
restric tions seem to be of minor concern for the source and doublet nte: hods. Cases have
been run using the doublet spline for which panel corner points were generated in it
random manner with no loss in computational accuracy compared to cases run with
inure conventional paneling.
The use of doublets to simulate it hi';ing configuration would require a paneled wake
geometry across which a jump in potential tdouhlet strength) can occur. This is an
advantage when the geometry of the wake is important as in high lift configuration
applications. Only a few panels may be necessary to represent the entire wake, e.g.; in
two-dimensional flow, one semi. site doublet panel can represent the entire ir.he.ent
planar wake produced by the vorte.. method.
A note of caution is in order concernruN the vortex Kphne method. if the geometric panel
grid is planar, the vortex spline produces no discrete trailing elements. If the geometry
has curvature, the curvature roust be continuous in value and spanwise slope to avoid
discrete trailing elements produced by the geometric discontinuity. This not only
imposes additional geometry paneling requirements, but also generates additional
complexity within the influence coefficient kernel functions (see eq. (8)). Whereas the
other cand.'date schemes require only single houndary point= per panel, the vortex
spline may use the method of Ie •ast squares which requires ►ur boundary points per
panel in supersonic flow and two in subsonic flow. This increases the site of the
influence coefficient matrices and, accordingly, the computation of either a matrix
solution or a matrix inversion, one of which is necessary fur the analysis problem. Since
the c•onaant pressure panel method of F1.EXSTAB has the discrete trailing elements in
general, whether they are produced by discontinuities to singularity strength or
geometry, and it, therefore, can be applied to configurations of arbitrary spanwise
geometry when proper account is taken of the paneling requirements.
Any of the singularity schemes presented may be applied to the solution of the
appropriate nonstcad ,y boundary value problem. The governing drffetential equation and
boundary condition are given by the linear equations (1) and (2). A linear relationship
can he luund relating the zero-order potential solution (steady-state flow) and the
first-order in time potential through a nonhomot-eneous linear boundary value problem.
Computation Features
A quantitative comparison of the computation features of the candidat- methods is
difficult. Certainly the efficiency of the coded algorithms determines the length of the
computation time for any of the methods. In addition, the form of the integration (i.e., 1I
f`.	 -
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anal,y• .cal and or numerical quadrature erf' the integral exprennional, even if efficiently
coded, may not prn%e to be the fastest manner of computation possible. Table 2 has been
assembled for the purpose of Illustratir, the items whi c h affect the computational speed
and eflicien- 'v along with other features of the various schemes. Note that Borne items,
such as surface curvature, may increase a local computation cost but may decrease the
total iglobal r cost because less F ► eels are required.
Table 2. -Comparison features of Candidate Narnericdl &herr ►es
Constant Vortex Source. Doublet New wood Doublet Line
vortex panel spline spline spline ward - lattice singular
FLEXSTAB NAS2-6530 NAS2-7729 NAS2 . 1129 linear in ties
chord
rP}e1 —It Iy No No Yes Yes No No No
developed
Yes Yes Sub Sup Sub Sup Yes Yes YesCurv. incl.
AIC's avail. planar yes no yes no
Present form Analytic Analytic Analvrc Analytic Analytic. Analytic Analytic
of integra- log and log lug Sinh-t
tions tan" I numer ical tan't tan t Cosh't
Inherent Yes Yes Nu No Yes No No
wake
No. control t 2 a t a	 t t ^t 1
pts./panel I11,10 squares I >.ar seyment
wbsonic q a Not 1
supersonic
 least squa res applicable per segment
Sing. st, var Constant Linear Linear Quadratic Linear Constant Up to
chordwise quadra-
spanwise Constan t Quadratic Linear Ouadratic Constant tic
Rel. comp. Moderate Most Least Moderate Moderate Least Least
time per
AIC (no
curvature
Rel. no. of Most Moderate Least Least Moderate Moderate Line
panels to least segm^nts
required
Paneled No No Yes Yes No Yes Not
wake req'd. applicable
for lifting
solution
Paneling Major, Planar. Very Very Major Major Not
restrictions narticu . minor vew few spanwise spanwise applicable
larly nonplanar arid
spanwise ??? chordwrse
Boundary Linear Linear Nonlinear Nonlinear Nonlinear Linear Linear
conditions rzed ized or or (subsonic
linear linear only) or
linear
Applicable Yes, mean May require Yes Yes Yes, mean Yes, mean Bodies of
to general surface maj. work surface surface circular
configura- only mean only for only cross
bons surface supersonic section
d lnternal panels of a network
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Current Level of Development (August 1974)
The FLEXSTAli constant vortex panel aerodynamic influence coefficient program is
fully operational, This includes roututes to perform the low frequency nonsteady
analysis for nonplanar configurations. The vortex spline has been formulated for the
steady flow, planar configuration case with some work in subsonic nonsteady flow. In
subsonic flow, both the source and doublet splines are formulated for steady nonplanar
flow. In steady supersonic, flow, the doublet and source spline are under development.
The doublet lattice method (subsonic flow only( is well developed and docume ►► ted for
steady and nonsteady flow. The line singularity method is similarly available for both
subsonic and supersonic flow.
Future Growth Potential
The constant pressure panel has been Fuccessf'ully used for the subsonic and supersonic
flow regimes, both steady and low frequency nonsteady. For steady flow, a linear
chordw ► se variation has been introduced 1ref. 27). The vortex spline is considered less
general than the constant pressure panel due to the configuration restrictions
previously discussed.
The source and doublet spline methods are proving to be extremel y powerful and have
application to a wide range of problems. To illumtrate the level at which the source and
doublet splines are performing, it wa g the numerical building block used to the work for
NASA-Langley contract NAS1-12185 and its follow-on contract. NASI . 13833. The
objective was to conduct an analytical study, develop a method of solution, and develop
a computer program to predict the subsonic aerodynamic loads on a delta-like wing over
which a leading-edge vortex exists. This is a very complex nonll,war mixed analysis and 	 s
design problem requiring an iteration procedure for solution. The source and doublet
spline successfully handle this problem, whereas the vortex panel methods have little
chance for success. The source spline with curvature has recently been used to calculate
the subsonic potential flow over a sphere. A constant source pane! method (ref'. 321
required 1342 elements while the source spline required only 162 elements to achieve.
the same accuracv. i
Figure 12 is a qualitative illustration of where the various panel singularity methods
fall on a line of computational accuracy. Note that some items on the lit: are not
attainable as, for example, exact solutions are difficult to obtain cone of the only known
exact three-dimensional solutions is for incompressible flow over a circular wing).
w
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Direction of increasing
computational accuracv
Constant source without
	 Source spline
suifaCe curvature	 with curvature
Source
	
	 Exact
Source spline without
curvature
Doublet	 Doublet spline
Lattice	 with curvature
Doublet m	 K	 04	 E xaet
Dou'.)let spline
without curvature
Lifting	 Constant vortex Vortex spline 	 Vortex spline
line
	
panel	 withuut curvature	 with curvature
Vortex	 W	 -	 Exact
Doublet Lattice	 New woodwa , d
	 Collocation
and	 (linear-in-chord)	 methods
Vortex Lattice
Figure 12. —Panel Singularity Methods
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S.0 AEROI)YNAMI(' MOI)I,.LING/NUMEIIICAL SCHEME
COMBINATIONS
It is the purpose of this section to make recommendations from among the candidate
schenie.s of sections 6.0 and 7.0 and to assess the impact of the recommended
combinations on the ultimate objectives of' Task I An estimate is ninth , of the resources
required to achieve those objectives.
9.1 It ECOM M E? N DA • TI ONS
Before recommendations can he made, it is necessary to consider the particular version
,A to which the 'v relate. This was briefly introduced in section 4.2. The
present FLEXSTAB system is an intimate collection of programs. A revision of any
inegnitude generally impacts the entire pro,!rain. This is because the original program
was ti ► rmulated without any particular regard to a modularized structure. The condition
was precipitated by taking off-the-shelf programs (primarily th e AIC programs) and
forcing conformity at another level of the FLEXSTAB system, for example, the
aerodynamic programs and internal structural influence coefficient and external
structural influence coefficient programs ilSIC and ESIC were interfaced within the
stability derivatives and static stability programs. This has produced a close-coupled
system of programs, for which the general interface problem was never fully addressed.
A change within the aerodynamics program is sure to affect portions of the SU&SS
program. This formulation of FLEXSTAB is here labeled a Level 1 version for later
discussion.
A r ^vel 2 version of FLEXSTAB is one which has h-d careful attention paid to a
niodular .vfrucfure type of formulation In simplistic form, one routine could he
unplugged and another substituted in its place. A Level 2 version of FLEXSTAB would
riot have the inheivnt weaknesses of the Level 1 version. It would be able to
dynamically participate in the changing environment of advancing technology with the
flexibility to specialize it for specific applications. TIT: interfaces at which fundamental
data flow takes place is of primary importance for Le,el 2 work. This data flow should
be clearly identified and the particular forinat specified. Level  provides the best
chance that ;advancing technology can be received into the FLEXSTAB en•':ionment.
A general flight vehicle configuration is cor.posed of many items: wing surface, body,
control w.irface, nacelle (engine), strut, wake and/or exhaust region. It is considered
advantageous to have various degrees of component modeling. This enables flexibility of
application for the users and a gradation of accuracy for the various levels of analysis
cornrnon to the aeroelastic design cycle, from preliminary design through final
configuration analysis.
For purposes of discussion, a notation has been developed to allow easy reference to the
various candidate aerodynamic (table 3) arid numerical schemes (table 4) presented in
the preceding two sections. Onl y certain combinations of these aerodynamic models and
numerical schemes are possible. 'fable 5 illustrates then) with an X. Within table 5 is
shown the present FLEXSTAB combination for wing-body analysis 1 B.1:LS, LD; WA:
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SS leonstantl, VC; I.1: VC; N.1: VC). The body is represented by line singularity
distributions of line sources and line doublets. The wing is It mean surface wing of
constant source and vortex panel, and the interference shell is composed of constant
vortex panels, as is the flow through nacelle.
Table 3. -Aerodynamic Moclehng Schemes
• Body
8.1	 Line representation for isolated body l+ 1,11, and 1.21
B.2	 Surface panel representation (+ 1.3)
• Wing
W.1	 Mean surface
W.2	 Exact surface
• Interference
1.1	 Interference shell of constant CS
1.2
	
Interference shell of nonconstant CS
1.3
	
Imernel lifting surface
• Nacelle
N 1	 Flow through (either W.1, W.2, 1. 1, or 1.2)
N.2	 Streamline nacelle (appropriate B.1)
N.3
	
Engine on (W.1 W.2, 1.1, or 1.2)
• Exhaust and wake
E.1	 Specified wake
E.2	 Jet exhaust wake
Table 4. —Numerical Schemes
• Line
LS	 Line source
LD	 Line doublet
• Source Panel
SS	 Source spline
• ^oublet panel
DS	 Doublet spline
DL	 Doublet Lattice
• Vortex panel
VC	 Constant
VS	 Vortex spline
VL	 Linear-in-chore
Y 
t, C' , C., LA
0
;o
Tdhle 5 -Possible Combinations of Numerical Schemes dnrl 4ermlytiamic Models
Lune Source Doublet Vortex
LS LD SS DS DL VC V3 VL
Body
8.1 X X
B.2 X X X
Wi lly W.1 X X X X X X
W.2 X X
1.1 X X X	 X	 X
Interfef 1 , 2 1 X X
eflce 1.3 X X Planar only
N.1 X X Linearized hounctary condition only
Nacelle N.2 X X
N.3 X X X	 X	 X	 X
Wake/ E.1 X X	 Planar ofily
exhaust E.2 X X Constant cross section
W 1 X X X X	 X	 X
B.2 X X X
+ 1
1.3 X X Planar only
Willy burly
W 1 X X X X X X
c
B.t X X
L_
i
L1
UI
1.2 ^_
X
___
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TWO Options are now presented which are aimed at the two particular Version levels
previously discussed for the FL E XSTAB system. !Within each option, recommendations
are presvi iied to achieve Lhe ultimate objectives of" Task 1. Within the recommendations
th e re is not yet a clear choice of one numerical scheme over arc ; ►er. 'There are four
reasons for this.
Net all candidate • schemes te.g., supersonic doublet spline) are sufficiently
developed to warrant an unqualified acceptance or rejection. Such schemes are
being included with the idea that they will be more fully evaluated at a later time.
2. Different levels of modeling combinations and levels of accuracy should be
available to a user to more adequately match his itnnu vdiate need and the
knowledge he has of his cc-nfiguration. This ma y be possible under option R.
3. Verification of the recommended combinations is discussed in section 8.3. The
studies conducted at the time of verification will not necessarily eliminate a
particular modeling combination, but instead will serve to establish the important
comparison characteristics of the several modeling combinations.
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4. "he impact of the modeling conrhsnations on the low frectuency capability is
discussed in section S.2 in a qualitative manner. Such discussion can only he
quantitatively established at the time of verification ssee point 31.
Because the formulations; of the doublet splines and source splines include higher order
s;ngularity strength variations and surface curvature and because the other schemes
are subsets of these, they are to he considered the preferred schemes.
Option A
Option A assumes that only a Level 1 version of the FLEXSTAB system is available,
that is, the present FLEXSI'AB will not undergo a restructuring procedure.
• Accordingly, the entire aerodynamic modeling of FLEXS'IAB is retained, i.e.; line body,
mean surface wing, interference shell, etc. The use of an exact body aerodynamic model
in the Level I version is considered unwise. The numerical methods recommended under
option A are the new technology methods emerging from the work of Task III
tNAS2-7729 1 ;along with the vortex spline (NAS2-65311). 'These numerical methods would
he applied t,- the wings and shells.
Several key pointy can be noted regarding the numerical methods. Source splines are
used to simulate thickness effects for the ilinearized boundary conditions wing. Vortex
splines or doublet splines may be used for lifting effects of the wings and shells,
although the choice of doublet splines allows the flexibility to use the specified
nonplanar wake model IE.11. The linear-in-chord vortex method is riot recommended
because it is not a significant improvement over the constant pressure panel method,
and is a subset of the vortex spline The recomn ► enclud combinations for option A arv,
shown in table 6.
Tablf, 6.—Option A: Recommendation of Combinations for Winq-Body Analysis
Line Source Doublet Vortex
LS LD SS DS DL VC VS
8.1 x x
W.t x x x x x
1.1 X X X
1.2
_— -- x ---
Option It
Option B assumes that FLExsTAB Hill be restructured to the status of a Level 
system of programs. The exact body surface aerodynamic model is recommended 1 B.21 to
provide an improved modeling capability not presently available. The selection of the
exact body model all but eliminates the vortex numerical methods for the exact hodv
representation because of their inherent wake, but does not necessarily eliminate them
for other modeling applications se.g., wing representations.
Y NctF, VS
nF
3"
r,,,
The aerodynamic model reconsincoded for the wing is the mean surface representation
pr esented with option A and used within the present FIYXSTAB r+ystern This model
en ► pj , ,%. linearized boundary condition. and includes thickness and lifting effects. This
anal„is is generally adequate ,
 for sections up to 15 1 1 thick. For aeroelastic analysis, the
load is important. Surface pressures cony also be obtained
Apart from the direct application for aeroelastic analysis, there is another point which
should he considered. This is the calculation of lateral - directional derivatives iref.45 ► ,
11he11 the wing dihedral is very near zero and the linear representation is used, it is
difficult to compute certain -oupled stability derivatives. hor nonzero wins; dihedral, the
method shows no -in ch difficulty and those particular stability deriv—ives are of
second-order.
The exact surface representation of the wing i W.2i would exhibit no difficulty for near
zero dihedral, unlike the linearized une. However, it has - ►ot been firmly established
that the linearized model could not be properly formulated to remove this difficulty.
This should be investigated.
In addition to its direct application to aeroelastic analysis, the mean surface
representation would result in smaller matrix sizes ana therefore faster computation
t i mes.
The numerical inethods recommended for- t he mean surface wing are the source splines
for thickness and vortex or doublet splines for the lifting; effects. The use of doublet
-^phnos allow; the flexibility to use the specified nonplanar wake model (E.D and is
thus preferred. 'Che linear-in-chord vortex method is not recommended because it is not
a significant improvement over the constant pressure panel method, and is a subset of
the vortex spline. The combinations for option B are shown in tabl e 7.
Table 7.–Option 8- Re acomniendation of Combinations for Wi, ►y-Body Analysis
6.2
W.1
1.3
Line Source DUUblet Vortex
LS LD ;S DS t)L VC VS
X
X X X X	 X
X X Planar only
Nacelle, Wake, and Exhaust Combinations
Both options A and B can employ the following combinations within their analysis. A
linearized boundary condition formulation is suggested for option A; either exact or
linearized boundary conditions are suggested for option B.
Three alternate nacelle aerodynamic models were presented in section 6.0; flow through,
streamtube (entrainmerit), and engine-on. For models N.l and N.3, the source spline is
recommended for thickness effects and the vortex spline (linearized boundary
conditions ► for lifting effects. The use of the doublet spline allows the flexibility to use
the specified, nonplanar wake model (E.D. The nacelle model (N.2) employs a line 	 ,.
^	 e^
source and theeeby is able to simulate entruitiment effec-v ias art entrainment model it
is more properly termed a ,het exhaust model). These alternate m idols allow a range of
capability and modeling sophistication not presentl y
 available in FLEXSTAW Nacelles
ito longer need to be circular nor to he of constant cross section.
The wake aerodynamic model i E:. I i is specified by its geometric description, the planar
wake heing a subset of the nonplanar. Because of the absence of an inherent planar
trailing Hake, the doublet methods art- recommended for the numerical scheme.
The jet exhaust model (E.2) employs either the doublet splines and!or source splines for
its numerical description. The plume shape cark be specified by the user or set by a
predetermined default option.
The combinations just described are shown schematically in table 8.
Table 8. --Recommen(fation of Combination for Nacelle Wake and Jet Exhdust Analysis
Lune Suurce Doublet Vortex
LS LD SS DS DL VC VS
N.1 X X X X X
N.2 X
N.:3 X X X X X
E.1 X
E.2 x X
8.2 DISCUSSION OF TASK I OBJECTIVES
Each of the combinations recommended in section 8.1 tespecially option B), adds
markedly to the present aerodynamics capability of the FLEXSTAB system. Because the
constant pressure panel has not been eliminated from consideration it is clear that no
capability. relative to the NASA-Ames released version 1.01.01), has been lost. The
combinations offer additional variety for modeling and accuracy levels not yet available
in the E'I,E:XSTAB system.
The present nonsteady capability within FLE:XSTAli is limited to the low-frequency
approximation. None of the above combinations is expected to cause a loss of this
capability. In fact, the studies of Task IV tNAS2-7719) with the vortex spline have
demonstrated conclusively its applicability to the full nonstead } problem. The doublet
methods will no doubt also have application to the more general arbitrary frequency
and E:ussner-Wagner formulations of the nonsteady problem (ref. 46). This of course will
ni-vd to be verified outside of the present study for the FLE:XSTAB environment.
It is possible to formulate the aerodynamics program in a manner to guarantee that it
can he interfatced with other program types ie.g., structuresi. 'Phis will require much
work to insure that appropriate interface data is made available for the wide rank • it
potential uses. The present FLEXSTAB is not formulated with the functional ttiorlulc
concept; the aerodynamics, structures, geometry, etc., are intimately related. This Noant
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will determine the future course of the pri-sent study and the ultimate fulfillment of the
Task I objectives It is outside the scope of the prow-eit study to ofb-r recommendations
us to how F'I.F:XSTAB should be structured Unless a mayor reorganization is performed
to formulate the functional mAule con •ept for YLPASTAli 4 Level 2 version), little
i
	 chance is given that F'LE:XSTAlt will in teract dynamically with advancing technology.
Itetentron of the Level I version of the program will dictate that artv improved
aerodynamic capability will have to be con%vrted into an equivalent constant pressure
panel formulation at the local aerodynarr.ic/structures interface. The only payoff from
an improved aerodynamic program in a Level 1 program will be the output data front
the aerodynamic prograi n, with little improvement to be observed downstream of that
program. It is virtually impossible to incorporate a second order laterul'directional
capability into the Level 1 program.
The option A payoff t•i a minimum impact on the F LEXSTAB system and low technical
risk Because of the minimum impact, a minimum time would be required to develop a
working program. assumintr ;he existence of the low frequency formulation and
prt gently winexistent routines such as the supersonic doublet nuinericul scheme.
Numerically, there would be an expected increase to accuracy, elimination of control
point sensitivity, elinunatu ► n of paneling sensitivity, and a reduced sensitivity to tail
arrangement. In addition, a workinV version of the F'I,F:Xs'rAB system, which
inc4orporates the improved numerical techniques, would he availaHe quickly and will. it
mimmunt of mr ri. The Iintiii tiois of option A include the retention of the crude
at-rt ►dynamic model ttnterference shell, etc.r which brings into question the advisahility
i ncorporating improved numerical methods and the relative impossibility of a
-mic program capable of accepting advancing aerodynamic technology,
The significant payoff front option It is the ability to model the actual configuration, a
point considered extremely important for quality results froln a pt.!ential flow program.
Associated with this development is a restructuring of the F'I.EXSTA13 systen, the
effect of which is to impact heavily the time required to obtain a new ver, ion of
;'LEXSTAB. The corresponding technical risk is higher, not in terms of technical
feasibilit y but in terms of development time because unforeseen difficulties often cause
schedule slides. Accordingly, the investigation and development of the restructuring
procedure and development of individual modules must be done with due regard to
careful, parallel development and with special attention to seemingly intinitesinnal
detail. The anticipated numerical improvements hold the promise of an acroelastic
capability of a quality never before achi ► wed.
SA VIERIF'ICATION PROCE[WHES
Verification is intended to provide quantitative grounds for comparison of the
combinations and to define their respective regions of application. Verification will riot
generally establish superiority of one combination over another in all characteristics
(e.g., accuracy, efficiency of computation, absence of geometric constraints, applicability
to general configurations, etc,). Instead, verification supplies confirmation that the
Modeling combination iaerodynamic model and numerical schemer can supply the key
leatures required to model the physical flue problern of interest to the user. Verification
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,ti not it part of this contract but would be one of the • items of work (o help fulfill the
Task I ultimate objectives
1-4imclardti of t'omporison
1 hree standards of comparison I'or a combination are: exact analytic theory, other
existing numerical methods. and experimental data. The nature of experimental data
often makes it it good qualitative comparison for at potential now solution. Exact
solutlonm of the boundary value problems would he the ideal standard of com-m rilton but
these are not generally avadahle
Of the three standards, comparison of the combinations, with other existing numerical
rnethexis offer tit(- roost flexible and valid verification fur those combinations. Such
methods do exist and their validity is widely recognii d. 'These include the ►nethods
reported in references 15, 16, 23, 26, and 27
Variables of G ►mpitrimm
Many quantitiem cart he compared. The pressure distribution on a conligLration,
however, is the primary at-rod ynatnic quantity of interest. Other quantities such as
total lift and moment, sectional lift and mornent, etc., are integrated quantities ana
may mask difticuities inherent tit particular scheme. 'These should not he considered
primary quantities. Data should also he compiled demonstrating the economics of using
a particular comhination. This includ•as :-amputation time to hchieve it specified level of
accuracy.
Items to he Verified
I'he following items whould he addressed as part of the verification procedures for the
various conihinations.
•	 What are the basic Rpline formulations required in regions such as wing-body
intersection, wing planform break~, and wing tips?
•	 Do the combinations have application to the low frequency nonsteady Ilo%%
problem?
Does the combination exhibit numerical stability?
What is the sensitivity to panel size, arrangement, and control point placement?
Hoes the solution converge for mcre,i-^ing panel density?
•	 Are the combinations adequate to model the physical flow?
OF
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Folho%%-On Itemti of Wterk
The fallow-on itemot of work 	 rated %w h  option ►e A .end It are
Oodon A
I
	
	 Make a comprcherisi%t ,
 evaluatie,n and %erlficatwe: against the present VI.F:XSTAI1
and against more refined at , ►dvnarnic nmdeltt to g., ref. 23 ► .
1.	 Address the FI.FXSTAli interface problem ► and the convermon to it constant
pressure panel equivalent
3.	 Make decision to proceed or scrap.
t Iption It
Validate the aerodynanuc models and numerical methods recomme-nded.
1dress the FLEXSTAIi interface (must he done in parallel with an} FLEXSTAB
tructurrng plansi
t	 Make decision to proceed ur scrap
8.4 RESOURCES REQUIRED
'rho estimated resources (August W - i figure,,- required to achieve the ^ndr%idw ► l item„
cif work (award the bilf"illment of the ultimate ob.fecttves of Task I are presented be-loti
the remaining work is broken into phases ('l through 41 and expressed individuall y for
each option (A and Bi. Note that for option N, no estimate is made of the resources
required to develop it Level 2 version of FLEXSTAB. All resource e.umates are
contained in table 9.
Option A
I'he assumptions made to generate the figures contained in table 9 for option A ore
0	 Source splines and doublet splines will he the fundamental numerical building
blocks.
•	 The subroutines will he available for steady-statt doublet and source splines,
subsonic and supersonic.
•	 The low frequency doublet building blocks will he available.
•	 A converter will he developed to obtain constant pres.mre panel c-quivalents.
•	 The present FLF:XSTAR aerodvnantic modeling is retained.
I he manpower level is 4.58 manyears.
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-AMA
Option A
2
3
4
Option B
Tahle 9. —Resources Required to Fultia the Ultimate Objectives of Task 1
August 1914 figwes
`BCAC : Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
bBCS - Boeing Computer Services, Inc.
Option B
The assumptions made to generate the figures contained in table 9 for option B are:
•	 Option B costs are independent of a parallel, Level 2 development.
•	 Source and doublet splines will be the fundamental numerical building blocks.
•	 The su p ' ►utines will be available , for steady-state doublet and source splines,
subsonic and supersonic.
•	 The loss frequency doublet building; blacks will be available.
•	 The exact surface representation will I)v the aerodynamic model for the body.
The manpower level is 5.38 manyears. 	 i
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS
The ultimate A,jectives of Task I can be achieved w ► in little technical risk arid without
loss of anv cap ability rela tive to the NASA-Ames released version 1.01.00. The direction
of that development and the ability of the FLEXSTAB computer program system to
interact dynamically with au,+ancing technology hinges upon development of a
restructured program system, Ophim It is recommended if the restructuring is done,
otherwise, option A is recommended, the payoff versus the cost of which is y.sestionallh.
Option B is the specific recommendation of this report.
Boeing t'omrnercial Airplane Company
N.O. Box :3707
Seattle, Washington 98124
August 31, 1974
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